1. He is a ______________.
   a. girl      b. lady      c. boy

2. __________ are bags.
   a. That       b. These      c. This

3. The plural of tooth is _____________.
   a. tooth     b. teeth      c. toothes

4. Rearrange the letters EORS and form a word.
   a. ROSE     b. RESO       c. ROES

5. ____________give me a pen.
   a. Please  b. Thank you  c. Sorry

6. Replace the first letter in Grow and make a new word.
   a. Row     b. Crow       c. Road

7. Find the word ending with “ch”
   a. lunch    b. month     c. choir

8. It is a _______ winter day.
   a. hot       b. cool      c. dry
9. We have breakfast in the __________.
   a. night b. morning c. evening

10. The cat __________.
    a.mews b. roars c. neighs

11. This is a __________.
    a. plate b. ball c. cup

12. The girl is __________.
    a. crying b. laughing c. eating.

13. The rhyming pair for tin is __________.
    a. pine b. sign c. pin

14. Write the word from the picture
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   = __________________
    a. flower show b. flower pot c. flower case

15. Read and find the rhyming pair

   “Jack and Jill
   Went up the hill”

16. The opposite of open is __________.
   a. start b. pause c. close

17. The bird hidden in the word SCARECROW is __________.
   a. Owl b. Dove c. Crow
18. The name of the fruit in Yellow colour is __________.
   a. apple      b. banana      c. grapes

19. The girl is playing with a__________.
   a. book       b. bat        c. ball

20. The month which comes after April is _____.
   a. May         b. January    c. March

21. Fill the empty box with a suitable letter to form a word

   b      t
   a. g    b. a       c. o

22. Find the correct pair from the picture given.

   a. bird - ball  b. bat - ball  c. bird - bat

23. I am seven years old. _______ old are you?
   a. What  b. How    c. Which

24. This is a _____________ elephant.
   a. big       b. long      c. thin

25. Milk is __________ in colour.
   a. white  b. yellow      c. black
Writing :-

Write the names of any two objects from the picture given below.

26. _________
27. _________

Reading:-

Read the sentence as shown by the teacher.

28. _________
29. _________
30. _________